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ABSTRACT

Material interfaces and free surfaces are a topic of increasing in-
terest in the field of computational fluid dynamics. In parts, recon-
structed interfaces from such multi-fluid simulations behave like
classic integral surfaces as known in the visualization community,
while other regions of the surface undergo topological changes or
behave orthogonally to what is expected by the underlying flow
field. Thus, the analysis of the flow field in connection with ma-
terial interface shape and topology is a challenging task. We de-
velop a technique that facilitates visualization and analysis of such
complex material interface behavior over time. For this matter, we
track a surface parametrization of time-varying material interfaces
and identify locations of interaction between material interfaces and
fluid particles. Splatting and surface visualization techniques pro-
duce an intuitive representation of the derived interface stability.
Our results demonstrate, how the interaction of the flow field with
the material interface can be highlighted by appropriate extraction
and visualization techniques and how the developed techniques can
aid analysis of mixing and material interface consistency.

Index Terms: I.3.5 [Computational Geometry and Object Mod-
eling]: Curve, surface, solid, and object representations—; I.6.6
[Simulation Output Analysis]—

1 INTRODUCTION

Modern scientific simulation methods benefit from an increase in
processing power and can be used to simulate more and more com-
plex physical phenomena as more computational resources become
available. Flow simulations, one of the most widely used simula-
tion types in physical modeling and visualization, are, for example,
no longer limited to simulating just one fluid, but have success-
fully been applied to multi-fluid problems with highly heteroge-
neous fluid properties. These multi-fluid simulations are capable
of modeling fluid interactions and are an important tool to investi-
gate fluid mixing in a number of application areas such as chemical
extraction processes, petroleum industry, and combustion systems.

While numerous techniques in flow visualization perform do-
main segmentation by analyzing properties of the underlying field,
such as topology or divergence oriented methods, multi-fluid sim-
ulations directly imply a separation of the flow field into multiple
domains. In many cases it is required to locate, reconstruct or track
these interfaces or boundaries between two or more given materi-
als. In recent years, several different methods to reconstruct ma-
terial interfaces from output of such multi-fluid simulations have
been introduced in the visualization community, most of which can
extract snapshot-like interfaces in single simulation time steps (cf.
[6, 20, 2]) and approximate interface topology. However, coher-
ent extraction of volume-accurate time-varying material interfaces
is still an open problem.
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The work presented in this paper does not focus on the extraction
of accurate snap-shot representations of multi-fluid interfaces, but
aims at providing a stability or coherency visualization of extracted
material interfaces and for the first time allows a completely consis-
tent display and tracking of material interface evolution. Therefore,
the main goal of the developed techniques is to give insights into
interface coherency, interface behavior, and fluid mixing.

Given reconstructed material interfaces and a time-varying flow
field, we make use of time-surface integration to track and perform
consistent parametrization of interface meshes. Several challenges
with respect to surface matching and parametrization accuracy are
handled by our dynamic remeshing and parametrization seam track-
ing techniques. The resulting parametrized mesh is used for feature
tracking and identification of so-called interface instabilities. These
instabilities are visualized as volume rendered particles that detach
from the multi-fluid interface. Furthermore, direct user interaction
techniques on the parameterized surface are presented that facilitate
interactive tracking of interface features over time.

For the first time, our techniques support the analysis of mate-
rial interface stability and relation to multi-fluid mixing. This work
contributes to the visualization community in the following ways:

• Consistent parameterization of material interfaces throughout
a complete simulation.

• Visualization of material interface stability and coherency.
• Interactive visual interface tracking.

The remainder of this work is organized as followed. Section 2
gives an overview of related work. Fundamentals and background
information on multi-fluid simulations, resulting material interfaces
and their reconstruction are presented in Section 3. In Section 4 we
analyze interface stability and develop tracking as well as stability
extraction algorithms. Interaction and visualization techniques for
the parameterized interfaces and surface instabilities are presented
in Section 5. An analysis of the developed methods is performed in
Section 6. Section 7 concludes this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

This work addresses, combines and develops techniques from three
areas: material interface reconstruction (MIR), flow integration,
and mesh parametrization or texturing. In the following we give
a brief overview of relevant related work in these fields.

For MIR, Noh and Woodward [20] first introduced the Simple
Line Interface method, where cells are partitioned with simple axis-
aligned lines or planes in order to match and preserve the volume.
Later Youngs [30] and Rider et al. [21] developed the Piecewise
Linear Interface Calculation algorithm. Recent MIR approaches
find a smooth and continuous interface based on fractional mate-
rial data. Such discrete approaches on MIR are done by Bonnell et
al. [6], Meredith and Childs [18], and Anderson et al. [2]. The for-
mer two approaches construct boundaries by calculating intersec-
tions between cells in material space with cells that represent the
dominance of one material, while the latter uses a volume-adaptive
active interface model to generate high-quality boundary meshes.
All material interface meshes shown in this work were extracted by
a variant of Bonnell’s method.



One important characteristic of fluid interfaces is time depen-
dency. In classic vector-field visualization, the dynamics of fluids
are captured by integral lines or surfaces. A large body of work
has been devoted to address the computation and visual capabil-
ities of these integral surfaces. Following Hultquist’s [11] fun-
damental work on the construction of stream surfaces, van Wijk
[28] presented stream surface construction based on implicit sur-
faces, which can handle irregular surface topology. Computation
and visualization of such surfaces has been studied in mesh-based
[23] and in point-based settings [22]. A recent line of research ad-
dresses the computation efficiency and accuracy of integral surfaces
[9, 14, 7] by applying mesh adaptivity schemes during extraction.

Texturing of surfaces, adaptive meshes, or flow based textur-
ing has been researched by several authors over the last few years.
Texture synthesis models [26, 29, 4] focus on how texture can be
aligned to a vector field or given surface shape. However, these
models are applied individually to surfaces at each time frame or
show loose correspondence only, hence the dynamics of material
surfaces are commonly not fully captured. To study how texture
evolves along the fluid, van Wijk introduced an image-based flow
visualization technique for curved surfaces [29]. In the meantime,
Neyret [19] and Bargteil et al. [3] proposed texture advection meth-
ods to animate a textured surface which is passively advected by the
flow field. Texture advection has been applied to iso-surfaces and
stream surfaces by Laramee et al. [17, 16].

3 MATERIAL INTERFACES

Material interfaces are given as fluid boundaries in multi-fluid sim-
ulations. These simulations and their output can take several forms
[15, 10, 27], one class of which, thevolume of fluid(VOF) ([10])
method is particularly wide spread and used throughout this work.
In the following we introduce the necessary background of VOF
simulations, material interfaces and their reconstruction.

3.1 Volume of Fluid Simulations

In VOF methods, a fluid identification function is advected during
simulation and discretized in the form of avolume fractionfunc-
tion f at output. For two fluidsF1 and F2 in a 3D time-varying
simulation such a volume fraction function

f : R3×R→ [0,1] (1)

is given as the percentage of fluidF1 present in a given volume or
cellV ⊆R

3 of the data set at timet ∈R. Consequently, an arbitrary
cell or volumeV of the domain contains a fraction off (V, .) of fluid
F1 and a fraction 1− f (V, .) of fluid F2. When generalized to mul-
tiple fluids, this volume fraction function becomes vector valued.

During advection of the fluid identification function, mass of the
fluids as well as fluid identity of flow particles is conserved. The
VOF method is well-known as a simulation technique that can han-
dle the occurrence of complex fluid interface behavior including
interface topology changes such as bubble break-off (see Figure 1).

3.2 Interface Reconstruction

Material interface reconstruction is concerned with the extraction
of a geometric representation of fluid boundaries. In the context of
VOF methods, this requires the processing of all cells or volumesV
that are not covered entirely by one fluid, i.e.,f (V, .)i 6= 1 ∀i ∈{Fi}.

In such a cell the concrete geometric representation of the in-
terface is not unique as illustrated in Figure 1. More plausible
representations can be obtained by incorporating volume fraction
data from neighboring cells into the extraction process. However,
neither the shape, nor the topology of the extracted interfaces is
unique for a non-trivial volume fraction function. Thus, different
MIR techniques may extract different surface representations, lead-
ing from discontinuous representations that only approximate the

Figure 1: Left: Two time steps of a 2D VOF simulation with possible
topology change. The interface lies in the region with a volume frac-
tion between 0 and 1. Right: Four reconstructed interfaces for the
highlighted cell with f = 0.5. One fluid is shown in blue, the other in
white. All four extracted interfaces are exact with respect to recon-
structed fluid volumes. An infinite number of other representations
exist that reconstruct fluid volumes correctly, leaving the true inter-
face shape and topology unknown.

given volume fractions [20, 21] to continuous and smooth methods
that adhere to the specified volume fraction data [6, 2].

In the remainder of this work, we assume that we are given an ex-
tracted material interface mesh for every time step of the simulation
along with the corresponding flow field. Note that virtually all MIR
techniques, even the discontinuous ones, yield a representation that
can be converted into a suitable triangulated mesh.

3.3 Interface Behavior

In addition to topology variation caused by the volume fraction
function itself, or resampling, ambiguity of interface reconstruction
can lead to sudden changes in topology over time as well. Conse-
quently, subsequent interfaces often exhibit significantly different
local topology. This is a stark contrast to other surface represen-
tations known in the visualization community, namely integral sur-
faces such as path- or time surfaces, and significantly complicates
consistent and coherent visualization of interface surfaces over time
(see Section 4). In this paper we analyze the behavior of material
interfaces and time surfaces, using the following notions:

A polygonalmeshis a set of verticesvi ∈R
3 connected by edges

ej = {v j1,v j2} that delineate mesh faces, such as triangles. A point
x ∈ R

3 is said to lie on the mesh if it is located on this piecewise
linear representation given by the mesh faces.

Following this notion, a material interface in a 3D time-varying
VOF simulation withn time stepst1, . . . , tn consists of an ordered
set of interface surface meshes{M1, . . . ,Mn}. Since common MIR
is performed per time step,Mi andM j with i 6= j have no explicit
relationship apart from the fact that they were both extracted by the
same MIR algorithm (this constraint may be weakened as empha-
sized in the results section). Thus, MIR meshes of subsequent time
steps do not have to show a consistent behavior or be comparable in
a meaningful way. This allows for arbitrary difference in topology
between subsequent interface meshes.

In contrast to material interfaces, a time surface in a 3D time-
varying flow field g : R3×R → R

3 has an explicit relationship
between subsequent mesh representations. In time surface con-
struction, individual mesh representations{T1, . . . ,Tn} are created
by flow advection of vertices of an initial mesh along trajectories

s(x, t) = x+
∫ t

t1
g(s(x,τ),τ)dτ, s(x, t1) = x, (2)

that correspond to the common definition of integral path-lines [7].
This iterative character of time surface creation guarantees that sub-
sequent representations possess a shared surface parametrization.
Therefore, a mesh parametrization functionp with p : Ti → R

2 ex-
ists for everyTi , and the property of temporal parametrization con-
sistency between subsequent time surface meshesTj andTj+1,



p j (s(vi , t j )) = p j+1(s(vi , t j+1)) (3)

holds. In other words, equations (2) and (3) ensure that time sur-
face parameterization is preserved during advection. Thus, there is
a unique correspondence between subsequent time surface meshes
that implies a consistent parameterization but makes global topol-
ogy changes of time surfaces impossible. However, suitable choice
of this mapping toR2 (see Section 4.3) allows consistent applica-
tion of visualization techniques such as texturing.

In summary, time surfaces correspond well to flow behavior but
not necessarily to material boundaries, since they cannot model
topology changes. Material interfaces, however, while correspond-
ing to snapshots of material boundaries, do not inherently possess a
coherent parametrization. Both surface and mesh types can be ex-
tracted from VOF data, a fact that allows the combination of both
surface properties as demonstrated in the remainder of this work.

4 MATERIAL SURFACE STABILITY

The definitions given in the previous section allow us to define the
notion of material surface stability. The central question we want
to answer in this work is: How do time surfaces and material in-
terfaces correspond and how stable is their behavior with respect to
one another? The answer to this question can help evaluate MIR
methods, track interface features, and highlight interface mixing.

4.1 Definition

A material interfaceMi and a time surfaceTi in time stepi cor-
respondif the time surface was created by advection of a material
interfaceM j , j ≤ i. Analysis of the evolution of corresponding time
surfaces and MIR meshes reveals one of the following behaviors:

1. Stability: If there exists a pair of positionsxM andxT on a
material and a corresponding time surface at time stepj with
‖x j

M − x j
T‖ < ε then there exists a positionx j+1

M such that

‖x j+1
M − p−1

j+1(p j (x
j
T))‖ < ε. Such a pointx j

M is therefore a
stable material interface point with respect to the flow field
and stays within anε band of the time surface. Note thatp−1

locates a point on the surface in parameter space.

2. Detachment: If there exists a pair of positionsxM andxT with
‖x j

M − x j
T‖ < ε and there is no positionx j+1

M with ‖x j+1
M −

p−1
j+1(p j (x

j
T))‖ < ε. Such a pointx j

T is therefore being de-
tached from the material interface by flow advection. That
means it leaves anε band of the material interface.

3. Attachment: If there is no such positionx j+1
T for a givenxM

such that‖x j+1
M − x j+1

T ‖ < ε. Such a pointx j+1
M in the flow

field is therefore being attached to the material interface rep-
resentation by flow advection. That means it enters theε band
of the material interface.

Figure 2: Illustration of two consecutive 2D material interfaces. The
three points A,B,C are representatives of stable, detaching, and at-
taching flow particles. A remains on the interface and can be used for
parametrization. B detaches from the interface, whereas C attaches
to the interface in the second time step.

An illustration of these cases in shown in Figure 2. In the follow-
ing, we denote detachment as material surface instability, whereas
stability is used for parametrization transfer. There are numerous
causes for attachment or detachment behavior in surface evolution
of reconstructed interface meshes. Most frequent causes include
natural topology changes in material interfaces, a non-unique ex-
traction process with respect to VOF interface topology (Section
3), sampling resolution or strategy of the reconstruction method,
and accuracy of the reconstruction with respect to fluid volumes.

4.2 Algorithm Outline
Assuming a VOF simulation was run and provides extracted mate-
rial interface meshes for the whole length of a time-varying vector
field g, our algorithm to detect and process material surface stabil-
ity, detachment, and attachment takes the following steps:

1. Parameterize the first material interfaceM1 with a functionp,
selecti = 1 as current time step.

2. Use material interfaceMi as seed surface of a time surfaceTi
with corresponding parametrizationp as defined onMi .

3. Advect the time surfaceTi to the next time stepi+1.
4. ParameterizeMi+1 by comparing it toTi+1 and identifying

regions of surface stability.
5. Advect instable regions ofMi through the flow field.
6. Repeat from step 2 with interfaceMi+1 and time stepi+1.

In the following sections, we explain these six steps in detail.

4.3 Initial Parametrization
Material interfaces of all time steps serve as seeding structures for
time surfaces as indicated by step 2. Thus, obtaining a correct track-
ing of stable and unstable interface regions requires the presence of
a well-defined parametrization functionp for the first material inter-
faceM1. This parametrization is created explicitly for the first MIR
mesh and transferred to subsequent interfaces (see Section 4.5).

Mesh parametrization is a well-researched area and has led to a
number of techniques including patch-based parametrization, tex-
ture synthesis, and global parametrization techniques based on
mesh flattening [26, 5, 24]. We prefer a global parametrization
scheme over local patch-based schemes as they ensure thatp is an
injective function. Such schemes reduce the amount of parametriza-
tion seams and allow interactive modification of the mesh in a
shared parameter space as shown in 5.2.

The global parametrization scheme of our choice cuts the mesh
along areas of strong distortion and unwraps the resulting open 2-
manifold to the plane by angle based flattening. For this matter
we use custom implementations of seam layouting [25] and mesh
flattening [24]. Note that this parametrization functionp is dis-
continuous along the generated seam edges but minimizes angular
distortion during parametrization. Simpler global parametrization
strategies such as sphere mapping are applicable as well, but of-
ten introduce high distortions, singularities, and complex disconti-
nuities and are frequently non-injective functions. The choice of
initial parameterization has no direct effect on instability classifica-
tion, but governs parameters of stable regions and therefore influ-
ences the final visualization (see Section 6).

4.4 Interface Advection
After parametrization a material interface mesh is used as seeding
structure for time surface advection. In the simplest case, we set
Ti = Mi and advect the surface to the next time step by using an
adaptive Runge Kutta integrator of order five [8]. In this case mesh
connectivity and resolution stays static during advection.

More complex time surface seeding and advection strategies in-
clude subsampling of the interface mesh and generating adaptive
time surfaces [14] to save integration time, as described later in this
paper.



4.5 Stability Classification

The parametrization of the advected time surfaceTi+1 has to be
transferred to the next material interface meshMi+1 to facilitate
stability analysis and consistent interface parametrization. For this
matter we perform two-sided mesh matching.

Given a distance thresholdε and a vertexv on Mi+1 in the next
time step, we loop through all cells, edges, and vertices ofTi+1 to
find the closest interpolated position onTi+1. This element search
is locally constrained by first voxelizingTi+1 and its elements into
a uniform grid with cell sizes corresponding toε. If the closest
positionx∈ Ti+1 satisfies‖x−v‖< ε, parameter values ofx as ob-
tained by barycentric interpolation on cells ofTi+1 are assigned to
v, declaring it as part of a stable region. If there is no such clos-
est position,v represents an attachment point. Since attachment
points have not been part of the material interface previously, they
are assigned distinct parameter values outside of the mesh’s regular
parameter space that identify them as attachment points.

The second matching is performed by swapping the roles ofTi+1
andM1+1. For every vertex onTi+1 we find a closest pointx∈M.
If ‖x− v‖ < ε, v is part of a stable region. If there is no suchx, v
represents a detachment point, or a material surface instability.

There are certain cases especially during interface merging
events, e.g., merging of a bubbles, where several non-neighboring
positionsx∈ Ti+1 satisfy the distance constraint‖x−v‖< ε. There
are several options to handle these cases. a) Markv as possessing
multiple positions in parameter space, b) assign the parameter value
of the closer position tov, or c) storev as non-tracked, unparame-
terized vertex with parameter values outside of the valid parameter
space. In extreme cases, these situations can lead to discontinuous
parameters onMi+1, in which case aforementioned seam treatment
procedure is applied again. The examples shown in the results sec-
tion make use of option a) for computational simplicity.

4.6 Instability Tracking

Instability points as identified in the previous section indicate re-
gions, where subsequent extracted material interface meshes are not
coherent with fluid motion, e.g., in regions with strong topological
changes. Tracking these detachment regions over time can be used
to evaluate consistency of the extracted material interfaces, analyze
flow divergence and quantify mixing, as these instabilities used to
mark borders between different liquids.

To this end we seed instability particles on these regions and
advect them through the complete simulation. Such instability par-
ticles store information about the time step of detachment as well as
their last valid parameter values for visualization purposes. In the
examples used, we seed particles at instable vertices and adjacent
triangle center positions.

4.7 Improvements and Optimizations

The steps detailed in the previous sections describe a full run of our
algorithm. There are, however, several additional optimization and
improvement considerations that we detail in the following.

4.7.1 Seam Treatment

Global parametrization schemes introduce seams when applied to
closed meshes. If these seams are not handled specifically dur-
ing parametrization transfer, severe visual artifacts can occur that
worsen as the simulation progresses.

Given a cellc of interface meshMi , an edgee= (v1,v2) of c
contains a discontinuity of the parametrization function if vertices
v1 andv2 map to opposing sides of a seam. If mesh parametrization
is used for texturing, the cell is incorrectly mapped with a large part
of the parametrization texture. Figure 3 depicts this phenomenon.

Such an invalid cell or triangle can be identified by analyzing its
properties in parameter space: It either has a flipped normal in pa-
rameter space, extremely large edges in parameter space, or causes

strong local compression of parameter space when compared to the
last time step. Several triangles that fulfill all of these properties are
visible in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Left column: Images of flattened material interface mesh
before advection (top) and after advection without and with seam
treatment. Parametrization texture is shown in the background.
Large triangles across parameter space indicate invalid seam treat-
ment. Right column: Material interface mesh before advection (top)
and after advection without and with seam treatment. Close ups of
parametrization seams reveal artifacts if discontinuities are not re-
spected during the parametrization process.

Since the correct projection into parameter space is unknown for
an invalid triangle and cannot be computed analytically, we em-
ploy an iterative edge-bisection technique to create sub-triangles
that match the parametrization seam. For an edgee= (v1,v2) this
bisection technique is described in Algorithm 1 (see also Figure 4).

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode for edge bisection.

1: w1← v1,w2← v2

2: while ‖w1−w2‖
‖v1−v2‖

> δ do

3: v← (w1+w2) ·0.5
4: if edgeIsInvalid(p(v),p(w1)) then
5: w2← v
6: else if edgeIsInvalid(p(v),p(w2)) then
7: w1← v
8: end if
9: end while

In Algorithm 1, control over accuracy of seam approximation is
given by choice ofδ . In practice we choseδ around 2e−4. Lower
values do not slow seam approximation significantly, but produced
no noticeable difference due to small triangle sizes in the used test
data sets. After one run of the algorithm, we have a positionv on
the edge that approximates the seam location and two locations in
parameter spacep(w1) andp(w2) that lie on opposing sides of the
parametrization seam. Once this algorithm is run for each edge



Figure 4: Left: A triangle (black) stretches incorrectly over a large re-
gion of parameter space, as it crosses the periodic boundary (blue).
From left to right: Edge bisection with point-location in parameter
space finds intersections between triangle edges and parametriza-
tion seams that allow retriangulation of the mesh (gray polygons).

of the invalid triangle, we are left with one, two, or three inter-
sected edges. The affected triangle is remeshed by splitting edges
at p. Incorporation ofp(w1) and p(w2) into the re-meshing pro-
cess ensures that all vertices of the new triangles are located on
the same sides of the seam. Figure 5 shows the triangle splitting
and re-parametrization process. In the special case of three cuts,
parametrization of one of the new sub-triangles is extrapolated by
using laws of cosine, as common in mesh unwrapping [24]. If more
than one seam crosses a triangle edge, the triangle is split and the
procedure is applied to all sub-triangles.

Figure 5: Each edge of a triangle may be cut by a parametrization
seam. Splitting and reparametrization of the new triangles is straight-
forward for the one and two cuts cases (examples of seam locations
shown in blue). In the three-cut case shown on the right, we compute
parameter values of the third vertex of the middle triangle by using
known parameter values of the remaining two vertices together with
angle informations in the triangle.

4.7.2 Parametrization Accuracy

During parametrization transfer from the time surface to the mate-
rial interface mesh, significant parametrization details can be lost
due to resampling of parameter space on a mesh vertex level. This
becomes especially critical if an adaptive time surface was used
for advection and interface mesh vertices show very low corre-
spondence in position and density. Therefore, we offer the op-
tion to locally retriangulate the material interface mesh during the
parametrization transfer process, if an accurate representation of
small scale parametrization features is desired. That means vertices
of the time surface are not only used to transfer surface parametriza-
tion, but serve to remesh their closest triangle of the material inter-
face mesh as well. This can be seen as projecting the time sur-
face connectivity onto the material interface mesh. Computation-
ally light-weight, the major drawback of this retriangulation step is
an increased resolution of subsequent time surfaces and therefore
largely increased advection times.

4.7.3 Mesh Subsampling

Analysis of algorithm performance in Section 6 indicates that time
surface advection is the computationally most expensive step. Mesh
subsampling is an optimization strategy to reduce this computa-
tional overhead, which is closely related to parameterization accu-
racy. We simplify a material interface mesh by removing a mesh
vertex v if the following constraints hold forv and its projection

pointvpro j on the simplified mesh

curv(v)< δ1

‖p(v)− p(vpro j)‖< δ2,

wherep(vpro j) is obtained by barycentric interpolation on the cell
of the simplified mesh that containsvpro j. By constraining the de-
viation between parameterizations of the full and the simplified
mesh, we ensure no significant parametrization detail is lost. If
additionally the maximal resulting mesh edge size is constrained,
the mentioned constraints guarantee that neither prevalent surface
features, i.e., features with large mesh curvature, are missed, nor re-
gions with non-linear parametrization behavior are merged. Feature
preservation is controlled by choice ofδ1, whereas parametrization
details are preserved byδ2. These two parameters influence com-
putation times and parametrization accuracy as demonstrated in the
results section. Note that strong mesh simplification is best used
with subsequent adaptive time surface integration to insure no im-
portant flow features are missed. To improve coherency with high-
resolution surface advection, the surface can be upsampled during
instability classification. For additional performance improvement,
particle and time surface advection, as well as closest-point identi-
fication for parametrization transfer is parallelized on a per-vertex
level (see e.g., Buerger et al. [7]).

5 VISUALIZATION AND INTERACTION

This section serves to define visualization challenges that come
with material interface stability visualization and detail the pro-
posed visualization techniques to address these challenges. Fur-
thermore, we detail a direct interaction method that allows user-
specified visual feature tracking by direct surface drawing.

5.1 Visualization

The data to be visualized consists of a set of material interface
meshes with according parametrization and a set of detachment
points that indicate material surface incoherencies and mixing re-
gions. For visibility reasons neither detachment regions nor mate-
rial surfaces should be rendered in an opaque manner, thus more
sophisticated transparency rendering techniques are required.

For simple material interface mesh visualization we make use of
shaders for depth-peeling, texturing, and per pixel Phong shading.
Attachment regions are identified by large texture coordinate offsets
and rendered either in black or fully transparent. Transparency of
the surface is modulated by normal direction relative to the viewer
to allow a clear look at interior structures.

Visualization of the instability particle set could be performed in
numerous ways including splatting, rasterization, particle geome-
try, or point set visualization [13, 12]. We opt for two alternatives:
Fast density-based volume rendering performed by counting parti-
cles present in cells of a low resolution 3D texture. This texture
is subsequently visualized by slicing-based volume rendering. Al-
ternatively we use particle splatting if individual particle properties
are to be shown. In contrast to the splatting technique, density map
visualization requires no particle sorting for correct transparency
rendering and rendering performance is independent of the number
of particles. A trade-off, however, is the lack of individual particle
information present in density maps.

A challenge that arises from our choice of visualization is
the combination of two different transparency techniques, namely
volume-rendering on proxy geometry for particles and depth-
peeling for surfaces. We combine both approaches by employ-
ing the depth-buffer layers created during depth-peeling to perform
depth-based interval clipping. First, layers of the material interface
mesh are rendered to off-screen buffersbi by the application of stan-
dard depth-peeling techniques. The final image is then composed
by traversing the stack in back to front order: We blend the color



of layerbi to the frame buffer, followed by drawing the transparent
proxy geometry (e.g., slices for volume rendering or textured splats)
with parts that exceed the depth range specified by depth-buffersbi
andbi+1 being clipped in a fragment shader. Depth buffersb0 and
bn represent the near and far clipping plane.

5.2 Interactive Surface Drawing

As opposed to classic texture synthesis methods, the availability
of a consistent global parametrization of material interface meshes
over time supports tracking of feature development. Visual track-
ing of features can be aided significantly by facilitating interactive
modification of a parametrization texture directly on the mesh.

We give the user the capability to draw on the mesh and track
the evolution of this drawing over time to observe stretching, de-
formation, and movement in general. Our implementation follows
standard picking procedures. When the user clicks or drags over the
mesh, we redraw a small part of the surface around the cursor po-
sition by frame-buffer scissoring and use color based per-triangle
picking. The exact position on the triangle is then found by ray-
triangle intersection in three-space, allowing the computation of se-
lection position in parameter space by barycentric interpolation on
the selected triangle. The parametrization texture is then updated
accordingly. In the case of line drawing seam discontinuities have
to be resolved by seam treatment as proposed in Section 4.7.1

6 RESULTS

We have applied our algorithm to three time-varying 3D VOF data
sets and present the obtained results in the following. All data
sets were simulated with the OpenFOAM simulation toolset [1] and
consist of between 63 and 126 time steps. Material interface meshes
are extracted with a marching-cubes variant of the method of Bon-
nell et al. [6] and possess averages of between 14000 and 60000
vertices per time step. Note that, in theory, comparison of different
extraction methods (even for subsequent time-steps) is possible but
lies beyond the scope of this paper due to page limits.

6.1 Dam Break

This data set consists of 126 time steps, modeling the first 2.5 sec-
onds of a dam break by letting an unconstrained column of fluid
stream over an undersized wall-like obstacle. The extracted mate-
rial interfaces possess two interesting regions which are highlighted
by our parametrization and visualization technique. A large part of
the fluid describes a slow and relatively consistent dropping mo-
tion, whereas a fast front with complex topology changes is ob-
served past the wall-like obstacle. In later time steps, backflow and
splashing affects almost all parts of the fluid interface. Instability
visualization near the fast moving front is of special interest for re-
construction accuracy and mixing analysis.

6.2 Fluid Drop

A 2 seconds fluid droplet scenario is represented by 102 time steps.
In this simulation an accelerating fluid column is dropped into a
lighter liquid, producing a mushroom or bullet-impact like defor-
mation of the fluid column. The initial phase shows an acceleration
and deformation of the fluid column, followed by a second phase,
the impact of the fluid column with the data set boundary and subse-
quent rapid topology changes. Rapid stretching of the fluid column
in addition to very thin fluid layers pose challenges to MIR.

6.3 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

The mixing of two fluids, the heavier one on top of the lighter one,
is simulated for around 1.6 seconds and 63 time steps in this 3D
Rayleigh-Taylor Instability simulation. The interface exhibits al-
most uniform deformation in the beginning and is soon governed
by the forming of Rayleigh-Taylor fingers. Strong local stretching

and heavy mixing characterize later time steps and needs to be ro-
bustly tracked by our parameterization technique.

6.4 Results and Analysis

Representative snap-shots of all three simulations are shown in Fig-
ure 6a. All simulations use a gridded color gradient as parametriza-
tion texture to support visualization of stretching and rotation as
well as visual tracking of interface regions. Observed stretching to-
gether with unique coloring in the dam-break and fluid drop scenar-
ios allows in-depth analysis of shape and topology changes as the
interface evolves that are impossible if no consistent parametriza-
tion is available. Such stretching regions are seen to be espe-
cially prevalent around the fronts of the dam-break and fluid drop
scenarios. In the dam-break scenario, our methods makes strong
anisotropic deformation visible. It additionally reveals that large
parts of the reconstructed interfaces are stable with respect to fluid
motion as identified by consistent texturing. In the fluid-drop sce-
nario, our technique shows that the top of the fluid drop is virtually
unaffected by early deformation. Density-based instability visual-
ization highlights regions of the flow domain that detached from a
material interface in prior time steps and are potential mixing re-
gions of the two fluids in a high resolution VOF simulation of the
same phenomenon. This observation can point to regions, where
increased fluid exchange might be observed in experiments and fa-
cilitates simulation analysis and joint reconstruction error-analysis.
A comparison between instability visualization in the dam-break
and Rayleigh-Taylor simulations reveals how instabilities in the
dam-break scenario are largely caused around the fast advancing
front with increased bubble break-off and turbulence, whereas slow
Rayleigh-Taylor evolution creates a more even distribution of sur-
face detachment and possible fluid interchange.

A closer look at instability visualization is given in Figure 7
for the fluid-drop scenario, where the surface is affected by rapid
topology changes in later time steps. No individual instability par-
ticle properties are visible in the computationally simpler density
based visualization. However, a close-up is able to reveal signif-
icant detachment behavior in the region close to thin fluid layers
with strong topology changes, revealing reconstruction inaccura-
cies. Other parts remain stable as shown by consistent texturing.
Particle splatting on the other hand allows depiction of particle
properties such as parametrization value in the form of color, in-
dicating where in parameter-space a particle detached from the ma-
terial interface, thus providing the possibility to back-track surface
instabilities. It is interesting to note how instabilities caused around
areas with rapid topology changes propagate across the data set in
later time steps. Detachment visualization provides insight into re-
construction capabilities and shows shortcomings in reconstruction
accuracy and low correspondence between fluid motion and inter-
face locations around regions with strong topology changes and thin
fluid layers, indicating point-symmetric discrepancies between re-
construction and fluid motion.

While topology changes, detachment, stability, and attachment
are visible in this direct form of visualization, consistent material
interface parametrization allows for a visualization in parameter
space as well, which allows in-depth 2D analysis of surface be-
havior. Figure 8 shows such a rendering of multiple time steps of a
flattened material interface mesh for the dam-break example. Sur-
face stretching and compression can be observed, as well as surface
detachment and topology changes in the form of holes or splitting
of the parameterized mesh, facilitating a 2D time-varying topology
analysis and giving insights into which parts of parameter-space are
affected by detachment behavior.

A central advantage of consistent and injective parametrization
is the possibility for consistent parameter space operations, such as
interactive interface highlighting. Examples of such user interac-
tion are shown in Figure 9, where the development of user draw-



Figure 6: (a) Visualization of three time steps per column for all simulations. From left to right: Dam-break simulation with volume-rendered
instability density in the last frame. Fluid-drop simulation before, immediately before and shortly after impact with the domain boundary drawn
without instabilities. Rayleigh-Taylor Instability with density based instability visualization. A close-up of several Rayleigh-Taylor fingers reveals
stable (consistent texturing), detachment (red detachment particles), and attachment (no parameterization) behavior. (b) Full resolution and
parametrization transfer with low resolution time surface. The contrast-enhanced difference image shows changes in approximation accuracy.

Figure 7: (a) Visualization of the fluid-drop interface after impact, (b)
with density-based visualization and (c) splatting. (d) shows a later
time step with instability splatting, demonstrating the spreading of
detachment situations over large regions of the data set.

ings created directly on the mesh can be observed. As shown, high-
lighting of interesting surface features such as bubbles or holes and
feature tracking is made possible by user interaction. When parti-
cle splatting is used for visualization, drawings influence the color
of instability particles as well, thus allowing forward and backward
tracking of surface instabilities, which is of central importance for
visual discovery of cause-effect relationships.

The performance of our method is heavily dependent on the
speed of flow field evaluation. Table 6.4 summarizes run-times of
our algorithm on a 64bit Intel Core i7 at 2.2 Ghz with 8 GB of
memory. The measurements were performed for full detail time
surfaces and two levels of interface simplification. Medium and

Figure 8: This image shows the flattened interface meshes in the
foreground of a parametrization texture for three different time steps.
Detachment causes topology changes in the parameter space of in-
dividual interfaces. Parameter space seams are treated correctly by
the proposed method.

low detail representations contained between 80% and 40% of the
original mesh vertices and were obtained by increasingδ1 andδ2
from 4.7.3. Time spent for parametrization transfer and seam treat-
ment amounts to few seconds per time-step of the simulations. It
is notable how the Rayleigh-Taylor Instability simulation does not
benefit as strongly from simplification, as the other simulations do,
since high mesh-complexity avoids the removal of vertices in com-
plex flow regions. Similarly, the high number of instability particles
in the fluid drop scenario reduce the impact of mesh simplification
after an initially high drop. Figure 6b shows visualizations of the
dam break data set created with full detail and simplified mesh ad-
vection. Note how the chosenδ2 limits the loss of medium scale
parametrization details in flat areas, while small scale details such
as local rotations are lost.

A characteristic of our algorithm is its dependability on discrete
mesh representations. While this is a common computer-science
problem, where discretization is often necessary from computa-
tional and representational points-of-view, our method facilitates
level-of-detail approaches and can theoretically work on arbitrarily
highly resolved meshes. For reasons of accuracy, used resolutions



Figure 9: Interactive on-mesh drawing for feature tracking: Top: User-
made drawing on the initial interface mesh deforms strongly. Bottom:
The inverse approach allows interactive marking on surfaces in later
time steps. Animation rewinding supports inverse feature tracking.

Data Full Detail Medium Detail Low Detail
Dam 134 113 93
Drop 139 119 117
R-T 142 135 128

Table 1: Total run-times in minutes for surface advection, stability
classification, and instability advection. Medium and low detail com-
putations include time for surface simplification.

should stay within reasonable bounds of the resolution provided by
the VOF simulation data.

7 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

We have introduced a method for material interface stability visual-
ization by using parametrization transfer and comparisons between
the development of MIR meshes and time surfaces. The result-
ing visualizations allow the distinction between detachment, attach-
ment, and stable regions of material interfaces in time-varying VOF
data and support visual analysis of material mixing.

The presented work leaves room for future work such as adaptive
parametrization textures that refine with mesh stretching. Further-
more, this work is suitable to evaluate consistency of different MIR
methods and can be extended to handle multi-fluid scenarios.
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